IDEA - MONITORING AND EVALUATION

IDEA-ME is a web-based project monitoring and evaluation tool that provides a feature-rich platform incorporating portfolios, log frame design and indicators, team integration, activities/tasks tracking, custom and smart notifications, custom forms builder, analytical and reporting module, video-based meeting room, live streaming from project sites with an android based application and GIS-enabled technologies. IDEA-ME is a monitoring and evaluation software for managing development projects and useful for government agencies, institutions, project management consultants, funding agencies, NGOs and foundations.

WHY IDEA-ME ?

▶ Easy to install, implement and use.
▶ Highly flexible and customizable with configured plans available according to the needs of users.
▶ Cloud-based facilitating log in anywhere (office, home or field) and anytime.
▶ Allows seamless collaboration at all levels of project management team and project stakeholders.
▶ Designed for quality controls.
▶ Real time data driven project management and monitoring for resolving the executional challenges and seamless implementation of organization planning and controls.
▶ Designed to identify, manage and control risks.
▶ Data security through encryption, backups, SSL encryption, the best international practices applied.
▶ Affordable plans for all.
FEA T U R E S

1. **Portfolios**
   Organize view of project portfolios with smart filters

2. **Task Management**
   Task creation and assignment with user-friendly interface

3. **Logframe Design & Indicators**
   Logical framework approach with easy integration of indicators to monitor the project and its impacts

4. **Smart Notifications & Activity Logs**
   Manage notifications and keep track of user activities

5. **Custom Roles & Organize Team**
   Define different roles and customized permissions for users and connect them as a team

6. **Workflow**
   Facilitation, validation and approval processes

7. **Document Management System**
   Robust and powerful file management system

8. **IDEA - Live Monitoring Application**
   Android based user-friendly application with GIS enabled platform for live monitoring

9. **Live Streaming & Multimedia**
   Monitor the project’s progress remotely in real-time and view project’s photos and videos archives

10. **Analytics & Reports**
    Personalized reports with analytics in different customizable visualized modes

11. **Smart Notifications & Activity Logs**
    Manage notifications and keep track of user activities

12. **Chat & Video Calling**
    Organise chat and video calling to help your team work more efficiently

13. **Idea Mail**
    Exchange emails with the team with a best-in-class attachment size of up to 500 MB

14. **Meeting Room**
    Collaborate with the team from different locations through video conference calls

S Y S T E M R E Q U I R E M E N T S

Any system connected to internet and running Google Chrome.
IDEA-ME MOBILE APPLICATION

Collect data from the field with the mobile application of IDEA-ME available on Google Play Store. IDEA-ME android application comes with the following features:

1. User friendly.
2. Highly secure with end to end encryption.
3. Offline data collection and syncing data to the cloud once internet connectivity becomes available.
5. Live streaming from multiple project sites.
6. Collection of photos and videos, and syncing to the cloud.
7. Editing pre-filled surveys/forms before syncing.

IDEA-ME IN ACTION

Monitoring and Evaluation of Road Project in Sierra Leone funded by African Development Bank
Used Form Builder Tool, Logframe, Document Management System, IDEA-Live Monitoring Application for survey, and Analytics and Reports.

Project Monitoring, Knowledge Management and Stakeholder Consultations to prepare National Water Resources Master Plan for Zimbabwe funded by the World Bank
Used Form builder Tool, Workflow, Meeting Room, Logframe, Task management, Custom Roles and Organize Team, Document Management System, IDEA-Live Monitoring Application for survey, and Analytics and Reports.

Project Management Consultant for DABS in Afghanistan (funded by ADB)
Managing and supervising the construction of power transmission lines, substation and distribution network using all modules of the software.

Used Meeting Room, Chat and Video Calling, Form Builder tool, IDEA-Live Monitoring Application for survey, Analytics and Reports.
IDEA-ME IN ACTION

The Participatory Monitoring of Sustainable Development Goals
An innovative and experimental participatory research by VisionRI in collaboration with Devdiscourse using Form Builder Tool, Analytics and Reports.

Examine/Audit existing experiences with Alternative Livelihood Programmes in Ghana (funded by the World Bank)

Development of a Nation Trade Logistics Strategy for Zambia (Funded by the World Bank)
Used Form Builder Tool, Document Management System, IDEA-Live Monitoring Application for survey, Meeting Room, Chat and Video Calling, Live Monitoring, and Analytics and Reports.

Skills Survey in Agribusiness in Uganda, Zambia and Sierra Leone for African Development Bank
Used Form Builder Tool, Meeting Room, Document Management System, IDEA-Live Monitoring Application for survey, and Analytics and Reports.

Update of GIS Database for Ghana's Last-Mile Electrification funded by the World Bank
Used Form Builder Tool, Meeting Room, Document management system, IDEA-Live Monitoring Application for survey, and Analytics and Reports.

Construction supervision of Qaisar-Laman Road Project in Afghanistan (Funded by ADB)
Managing and supervising the construction of road project using all modules of the software.

Catalyzing the daily operations at Head Office of VisionRI
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VisionRI, a people, technology and data-driven consulting firm, is a mission to contribute in the sustainable development of society by playing the role of catalyst in the process of generation and dissemination of knowledge; and providing specialized multidisciplinary consulting services.

We provide specialized consulting services under four marques, i.e. Economic and Planning, Design and Engineering, Social Development and Management, and Environment and Natural Resources Management Advisory with a focus on markets such as Energy, Education, Transport, Urban Development, Natural Resources Management, Public Health, Digital Development and Development Communication.
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